Use this page as a reference. For your jack-o’-lantern, try different combinations of the eyes, noses, mouths, and extras on the following pages. Play with size: Shrink or enlarge the templates to fit your pumpkin.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
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Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Templates: “Making Faces” Jack-o’-Lantern Mouths

Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Templates: “Making Faces” Jack-o’-Lantern Noses
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Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.
Print desired templates on 8½-by-11-inch paper, and cut out around designs. Place each template on pumpkin in desired location. To transfer design, poke holes through template into pumpkin with awl, needle tool, or T pin; then remove template. Cut out black parts, and scrape away gray areas.